Tall Tiger

A pattern by Browneyedbabs

Requirements








100g DK weight orange yarn
200g DK weight white yarn
100g DK weight black yarn
US6/ 4mm double point needles
Stuffing
4 Stitch markers
Stitch holders

Abbreviations
K
K2Tog
KTWICE
ML
P
PTWICE
PM
Sl
SM
SSK
Sts
W&T

Knit
Knit two together
Knit each strand individually to increase by 1
Make loop
Purl
Purl each strand individually to increase by 1
Place marker
Slip
Slip marker
Slip, slip, knit these two stitches together
Stitches
Wrap and turn

Gauge

The sample was constructed using intarsia in the round.

With yarn held doubled throughout: 18 stitches*27 rows
square in stockinette stitch (worked flat) with yarn held
doubled.

Size
The tiger is 18 inches tall.

Important!

Printing
The intarsia in the round pattern requires pages 1 to 5 and
7, charts are provided on pages 8 and 9 for the body
intarsia.
The flat intarsia pattern requires pages 1 to 3 and 6 to 7, the
charts on pages 8 and 9 do not align with these written
instructions.
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This pattern is offered for free and has therefore not
been tech edited, if you find any errors please email
me at browneyedbabsknits@gmail.com so that I can
fix it.
Every pattern and tutorial I have for sale has been
professionally edited.
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Notes & links

Hands and Arms (make two)

The Tiger is knit entirely with the yarn held doubled. This
achieves a firm gauge which stops the stuffing showing
through. If you choose to use a single strand of yarn the
cheeks will not look as fluffy

Stuff the arms as you knit.

I recommend using the Turkish cast-on throughout this
pattern, if you are unfamiliar with it I have a tutorial on my
blog here: http://www.browneyedbabsknits.com/turkishcast-on-on-one-circular-needle.html After the cast-on, it is
often easier to work in the round with more needles, these
can be added in at any stage.
Wrap and Turn (W&T) is used for shaping. There is an
excellent tutorial here: http://www.purlbee.com/short-rowtutorial/ I recommend that you work the wraps as the
tutorial describes.
The body is worked in intarsia in the round. I have published
a detailed— 9 page! — photo tutorial to describe how I do
it. The tutorial is available to buy for $2.99 here:
http://www.browneyedbabsknits.com/intarsia-in-the-round
-phone-cozy.html

I use Techknitter’s travelling jogless stripes method to keep
the stripes even.
http://techknitting.blogspot.com/2007/01/joglessstripes.html The start of the round will travel by one stitch
at each color change. If you are using a marker at the start
of the round remember to move it after slipping the stitch
I have suggested using KTWICE and PTWICE as increases;
each strand of the increase stitch is worked individually to
create an almost invisible increase.
If you knit this in a single strand, the lifted increase will give
the best results.
Make Loop (ML) Is used to make the fluffy cheeks:
K1, but do not drop stitch from the left needle. Bring yarn
between needles to front of work. Holding left thumb in
front of work, wrap yarn once around thumb to create a
loop.
Bring yarn between needles to back of work, and knit into
same stitch again, dropping stitch from left needle as usual.
Bring yarn forward over right needle, then between the
needles to back of work, creating a loop around right
needle. Pass the two stitches just worked over this loop.
There is a video of how to do this stitch about halfway down
this page: http://www.knittinghelp.com/videos/advancedtechniques
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Thumb
Turkish cast on six stitches in white held doubled; two
needles with three stitches on each needle.
Knit five rounds, cut the yarn and put the stitches on a stitch
holder.

Hand & Arm
Turkish cast on 12 stitches in white held doubled; two
needles with six stitches on each needle.
Round 1) K12
Round 2) (K1, KTWICE, K2, KTWICE, K1)*2
(16 sts)
Round 3) K16
Round 4) (K1, KTWICE, K4, KTWICE, K1)*2
(20 sts)
Rounds 5-8) K20
Round 9) K8, SSK, Knit the 6 thumb stitches, K2Tog, K8
(24 sts)
Round 10) K24
Round 11) (K1, K2Tog, K6, K2Tog, K1)*2
(20 sts)
Round 12) K20
Cut yarn. Place a marker for the start of the round.
Round 13) In black: K20
Round 14) Sl1, K20
Round 15) In orange: K20
Round 16) Sl1, K20
Rounds 17-19)
K20
Repeat rounds 13 to 19 another 3 times (you will have 4
black stripes in total).
Put the stitches on a holder or waste yarn and cut the yarn
leaving a long tail.

For each arm, arrange the stitches across two double point
needles (or stitch holders) as follows: hold the arm on the
table with the thumb pointing up, flatten the stitches at the
top of the arm and put the top 10 stitches onto one double
point needle (or stitch holder) and the other 10 onto a
second needle or holder.
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Feet & legs (make two)
Turkish cast on 16 stitches in white held doubled; two
needles with eight stitches on each needle.
Round 1) K16
Round 2) (K1, KTWICE, K4, KTWICE, K1)*2
Round 3) K20
Round 4) (K1, KTWICE, K6, KTWICE, K1)*2
Rounds 5-16) K24
Row 17)
K11, W&T
Row 18)
P10, W&T
Row 19)
K9, W&T
Row 20)
P8, W&T
Row 21)
K7, W&T
Row 22)
P6, W&T
Row 23)
K7, W&T
Row 24)
P8, W&T
Row 25)
K9, W&T
Row 26)
P10, W&T
Row 27)
K11, W&T
Row 28)
P12, W&T, PM
Rounds 29-31)
K24
Round 32) In orange: K24
Round 33) Sl1, K24
Rounds 34-35) K24
Round 36) In black: K24
Round 37) Sl1, K24
Round 38) In orange: K24
Round 39) Sl1, K24
Round 40) K24
Stuff the foot.

For the first foot (this will be the tiger’s left leg), keep the
marker in place, put all the stitches onto two stitch holders
and cut the yarn leaving a tail of about 6 inches.
For the second foot (the tiger’s right leg) do not cut the
yarn and keep the stitches on the needles with the
marker in place.

(20 sts)
(24 sts)

Joining the legs
Hold the second foot as the tiger’s right leg.
Round 1) In orange: K9 (counting from the marker)
from the tiger’s right leg. Then go to the left
leg and K3 stitches immediately preceding the
marker (if you have already removed the
marker these will be the last three stitches you
knitted on that leg) remove this marker, then
knit all of the rest of the stitches on that leg.
Then go back to the first (tiger’s right) leg and
knit the rest of the stitches.
Round 2) K48
Round 3) In black: K48
Round 4) Sl1, K48
Round 5) In orange: K48
Round 6) Sl1, K48
You can now choose to use intarsia in the round (page 4
and 5) or flat intarsia (page 6).

Marker
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Intarsia ‘in the round’ primer
This is technically not knitting in the round as it is necessary to turn the work and purl every other row. The end of
the row will always be the left most edge of the white section (when looking at the front of the work).
The two colours of yarn are twisted before working the next colour (as for normal intarsia) in order to prevent holes
where the colours meet. Intarsia in the round is a special method of manipulating the yarns so that they are always
in the desired location for twisting.
To work a knit row:
1. Looking at the front of the work, place the white strand of yarn (which will be at the right of the white
chest section) on top of the body color yarn (at the left of the white chest section); it will wrap around
the body color yarn by coming across the front of the body color. The white yarn will be caught behind
the first body color stitch worked and will form a loop.
2. Knit the body color stitches around stopping at the right hand side of the white section.
3. Enlarge the white loop and drop the body color ball down through it, pick up the end of the white loop
closest to your working needle and knit all of the white stitches.
4. Pull the white loop snug
To work a purl row:
1. Gently wrap the body color yarn around the white yarn by bringing it behind the white from right to
left (looking at the front) and back over the front.
2. Turn the work and purl the stitches in white. The body color yarn will be caught behind the first purled
stitch of the white and will form a loop.
3. Pull the body color yarn to make a really big loop, pull the white ball up through the body color loop
and using the loop of yarn purl all round the body color stitches of the body.
4. Pull the body color loop snug.

Body

(if using intarsia in the round)

Row 1)

In orange: K28, Sl6 sts. This will be the left
edge of the white chest section. Turn the work.
Row 2)
In white: P6 (the slipped stitches), in orange:
P42
Row 3)
Sl2, In orange: K38, in white: K10
In rows 3, 5 and 7 the first colored stitch or stitches are
slipped unworked at the start of the row to be worked in
white at the end of the row.
Row 4)
In white: P10, in black: P38
Row 5)
Sl2, In black: K34, in white: K14
Row 6)
In white: P14, in orange: P34
Row 7)
Sl1, In orange: K32, in white: K16
Row 8)
In white: P16, in orange: P32
Row 9)
In orange: K32, in white: K16
Row 10)
In white: P16, in orange: P32
Row 11)
In black: K32, in white: K16
Row 12)
In white: P16, in black: P32
Row 13)
In orange: K32, in white: K16
Row 14)
In white: P16, in orange: P32
Row 15)
In orange: K32, in white: K16
Row 16)
In white: P16, in orange: P32
Row 17)
In orange: K32, in white: K16
Continue in this manner with five orange rows followed by
two black for a further 28 rows ending at row number 45
which is the fifth orange row after the eighth black stripe
counting from toes to armpits.
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Arm joints
To make it easier do not stuff the top inch of the arms and
body and use as many double point needles or circular
needles as you can.
Row 46)
In white: P16, in black: P4, PM, P20 from the
left arm (work the stitches on the thumb side
first), PM, P24 from body, PM, P20 from the
right arm (not the thumb side first this time),
PM, P4 from body.
(88 Sts)
Row 47)
In black:
(K to 2 before marker, K2Tog, SM, SSK)*4,
In white: K16
(80 sts)
Row 48)
In orange: P64, in white: P16
Row 49)
In orange:
(K to 2 before marker, K2Tog, SM, SSK)*4,
In white: K16
(72 sts)
Row 50)
In orange: P56, in white: P16
Row 51)
In orange:
(K to 2 before marker, K2Tog, SM, SSK)*4,
In white: K16
(64 sts)
Row 52)
In orange: P48, in white: P16
NOTE: In the following knit rounds, slip the last white stitch
back to working needle and work it in together with the first
colored stitch.
Row 53)
In black:
(K to 2 before marker, K2Tog, SM, SSK)*4
In white: K14
(56 sts)
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Row 54)
Row 55)

In white: P14, in black: P42
In orange:
(K to 2 before marker, K2Tog, SM, SSK)*4
In white: K12
(48 Sts)
Row 56)
In white: P12, in orange: P36
Row 57)
In orange:
(K to 2 before marker, K2Tog, SM, SSK)*4
In white: K10
(40 Sts)
Row 58)
In white: P10, in orange: P30
Row 59)
In orange:
(K to 2 before marker, K2Tog, SM, SSK)*4
In white: K8
(32 sts)
Cut orange and black yarns and tie up the ends, remove the
markers and keep stitches live.

Head
Using white yarn held doubled and knitting in the round
onto the live body stitches.
Round 60) K2Tog*16
(16 sts)
Round 61) KTWICE*16
(32 sts)
Round 62) (KTWICE, K7)*4
(36 sts)
Round 63) (K2, KTWICE, K6)*4 (40 sts)
Round 64) (K4, KTWICE, K5)*4 (44 sts)
Round 65) (K6, KTWICE, K4)*4 (48 sts)
Round 66) (K8, KTWICE, K3)*4 (52 sts)
Round 67) (K10, KTWICE, K2)*4 (56 sts)
Round 68) (K12, KTWICE, K1)*4 (60 sts)
Round 69) (K14, KTWICE)* 4
(64 sts)
Round 70) (KTWICE, K15)*4
(68 sts)
Round 71) (K2, KTWICE, K14)*4 (72 sts)

Round 92) K1, K2Tog, K13, (K2Tog, K12)*2, K2Tog, K11
(53 sts)
Round 93) K2, K2Tog, K12, (K2Tog, K11)*2, K2Tog, K9
(49 sts)
Round 94) K3, K2Tog, K11, (K2Tog, K10)*2, K2Tog, K7
(45 sts)
Round 95) K4, K2Tog, K10, (K2Tog, K9)*2, K2Tog, K5
(41 sts)
Round 96) K5, K2Tog, K9, (K2Tog, K8)*2, K2Tog, K3
(37 sts)
Round 97) K6, K2Tog, K8, (K2Tog, K7)*2, K2Tog, K1
(33 sts)
Round 98) K7, K2Tog, K7, (K2Tog, K6)*2, K2Tog (29 sts)
(The last K2Tog in round 98 and 102 will be use the first and
last stitch in the round)
Round 99) K2Tog, K5, K2Tog, K6, (K2Tog, K5)*2 (25 sts)
Round 100) K1, K2Tog, K4, K2Tog, K5, K2Tog, K4, K2Tog, K3
(21 sts)
Round 101) K2, K2Tog, K3, K2Tog, K4, K2Tog, K3, K2Tog, K1
(17 sts)
Round 102) (K3, K2Tog, K2, K2Tog)*2
(13 sts)
Cut yarn and draw through all the stitches.

ML (Make loop) is used now to create the fluffy cheeks.
Round 72) (K1, ML)*27, K18
Round 73) (ML, K1)*27, K18
Repeat rounds 72 & 73 a further 2 times.
Round 78) (K2, K2Tog, K4, K2Tog, K4, K2Tog, K2)*3, K2Tog,
K14, K2Tog
(61 Sts)
Back to intarsia in the round. The ‘hairy’ bit will have stripes;
the flat part will be white.
Row 79)
In white: P16, in black: P45
Row 80)
In black: K45, in white: K16
Row 81)
In white: P16, in orange: P45
Row 82)
In orange: K45, in white: K16
Row 83)
In white: P16, in orange: P45
Row 84)
In orange: K45, in white: K16
Row 85)
In white: P16, in orange: P45
Row 86)
In orange: K45, in white: K16
Row 87)
In white: P16, in black: P45
Row 88)
In black: K45, in white: K16
Row 89)
In white: P16, in orange: P45
Cut the black and white yarn and tie the ends up. The
remainder of the head is worked in the round.
Round 90) In orange: K61
Round 91) K2Tog, K14, (K2Tog, K13)*3
(57 Sts)
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Body & Head

Head

(flat intarsia)

Row 1)

In orange: K28, in white: K6, in orange: K20,
KTWICE (49 Sts)
The end of the row should be at the centre back of the tiger.
Row 2)
In orange: P22, in white: P6, in orange: P20,
PTWICE
(50 Sts)
Row 3)
In black: K20, in white: K10, in black: K20
Row 4)
In black: P20, in white: P10, in black: P20
Row 5)
In orange: K19, in white: K12, in orange: K19
Row 6)
In orange: P19, in white: P12, in orange: P19
Row 7)
In orange: K18, in white: K14, in orange: K18
Row 8)
In orange: P18, in white: P14, in orange: P18
Row 9)
In orange: K17, in white: K16, in orange: K17
Row 10)
In black: P17, in white: P16, in black: P17
Row 11)
In black: K17, in white: K16, in black: K17
Continue in this manner with five rows orange, then two
black for a further 35 rows, ending with row 45 which is the
fifth orange row after the eighth black stripe counting from
toes to armpits.

Arm joints
To make it easier do not stuff the top inch of the arms and
body and use as many double point needles or circular
needles as you can.
Row 46)
In black: P13, PM, P20 from the right arm
(make sure you work the stitches that are not
on the thumb side first), PM, P4 from body, in
white: P16, in black: P4, PM, P20 from the left
arm (the thumb side first this time), PM, P13
from the body.
(90 Sts)
Row 47)
Maintaining color changes, (K to 2 sts before
marker, K2Tog, SSK)*4
(82 sts)
Row 48)
In orange: P33, in white: P16, in orange: P33
Row 49)
Maintaining color changes, (K to 2 sts before
marker, K2Tog, SSK)*4
(74 sts)
Row 50)
In orange: P29, in white: P16, in orange: P29
Row 51)
Maintaining color changes, (K to 2 sts before
marker, K2Tog, SSK)*4
(66 sts)
Row 52)
In orange: P25, in white: P16, in orange: P25
The white portion will now decrease by 1 stitch at each side
in each decrease row.
Row 53)
In black: Maintaining color changes, (K to 2 sts
before marker, K2Tog, SSK)*4
(58 sts)
Row 54)
In black: P22, in white: P14, in black: P22
Row 55)
In orange: Maintaining color changes, (K to 2
sts before marker, K2Tog, SSK)*4 (50 Sts)
Row 56)
In orange: P19, in white: P12, in orange: P19
Row 57)
Maintaining color changes, (K to 2 sts before
marker, K2Tog, SSK)*4
(42 Sts)
Row 58)
In orange: P16, in white: P10, in orange: P16
Row 59)
Maintaining color changes, (K to 2 sts before
marker, K2Tog, SSK)*4
(34 Sts)
Cut orange and black yarns and remove the markers.
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Using white yarn held doubled and knitting in the round
onto the live body stitches.
Row 60)
P2Tog*17
(17 sts)
Row 61)
KTWICE*17
(34 sts)
Row 62)
P1, (PTWICE, P7)*4, P1
(38 sts)
Row 63)
K1, (K2, KTWICE, K6)*4, K1 (42 sts)
Row 64)
P1, (P4, PTWICE, P5)*4, P1 (46 sts)
Row 65)
K1, (K6, KTWICE, K4)*4, K1 (50 sts)
Row 66)
P1, (P8, PTWICE, P3)*4, P1 (54 sts)
Row 67)
K1, (K10, KTWICE, K2)*4, K1 (58 sts)
Row 68)
P1, (P12, PTWICE, P1)*4, P1 (62 sts)
Row 69)
K1,(K14, KTWICE)*4, K1
(66 sts)
Row 70)
P1, (PTWICE, P15)*4, P1
(70 sts)
Row 71)
K1, (K2, KTWICE, K14)*4, K1 (74 sts)
ML (Make loop) is used now to create the fluffy cheeks.
Row 72)
P1, (K1, ML)*13, P20, (K1, ML)*13, P1
Row 73)
K1, (ML, P1)*13, K20, (ML, P1)*13, K1
Repeat rounds 72 & 73 a further 2 times.
Row 78)
K6, K2Tog, (K4, K2Tog)*3, K2, K2Tog, K14,
K2Tog, K2, (K2Tog, K4)*3, K2Tog, K6 (64 Sts)
Back to intarsia. The ‘hairy’ bit will have stripes; the flat part
will be white.
Row 79)
In black: P24 , In white: P16 , In black: P24
Row 80)
In black: K24 , In white: K16 , In black: K24
Repeat for 6 rows in orange, then 2 in black, then 1 in
orange ending on purl row 89. Cut the black and white yarn.
Back to knitting in the round.
Round 90) In orange: Sl1, K2Tog, knit to last 3 sts, K2Tog,
then knit the last stitch together with the first
slipped stitch.
(61 sts)
Round 91) K2Tog, K14, (K2Tog, K13)*3
(57 Sts)
Round 92) K1, K2Tog, K13, (K2Tog, K12)*2, K2Tog, K11
(53 sts)
Round 93) K2, K2Tog, K12, (K2Tog, K11)*2, K2Tog, K9
(49 sts)
Round 94) K3, K2Tog, K11, (K2Tog, K10)*2, K2Tog, K7
(45 sts)
Round 95) K4, K2Tog, K10, (K2Tog, K9)*2, K2Tog, K5
(41 sts)
Round 96) K5, K2Tog, K9, (K2Tog, K8)*2, K2Tog, K3
(37 sts)
Round 97) K6, K2Tog, K8, (K2Tog, K7)*2, K2Tog, K1
(33 sts)
Round 98) K7, K2Tog, K7, (K2Tog, K6)*2, K2Tog (29 sts)
(The last K2Tog in round 98 and 102 will be use the first and
last stitch in the round)
Round 99) K2Tog, K5, K2Tog, K6, (K2Tog, K5)*2 (25 sts)
Round 100) K1, K2Tog, K4, K2Tog, K5, K2Tog, K4, K2Tog, K3
(21 sts)
Round 101) K2, K2Tog, K3, K2Tog, K4, K2Tog, K3, K2Tog, K1
(17 sts)
Round 102) (K3, K2Tog, K2, K2Tog)*2
(13 sts)
Cut yarn and draw through all the stitches.
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Nose (make 1)

Making up

Turkish cast on 10 stitches in black held doubled; two
needles with 5 stitches on each needle.




Round 1)
Round 2)
Round 3)

(K1, KTWICE, K1, KTWICE, K1)*2
(14 sts)
(K1, KTWICE, K3, KTWICE, K1)*2
(18 sts)
(KTWICE, KTWICE, K5, KTWICE, KTWICE)*2
(26 sts)
Rounds 4-6) K26
Cut the yarn, stuff firmly, and draw the yarn through all of
the stitches to close up the nose.






Ears (make 2)



Cast on 5 stitches in white held doubled.
Row 1)
K5
Row 2)
P5
Row 3)
K5
Row 4)
P5
Row 5)
SSK, K1, K2Tog (3 sts)
Row 6)
P3Tog (1 st)
Bind off

If not using intarsia, sew up the seam at the back
of the tiger.
Sew the ears onto the top of the head towards the
back.
Firmly sew the nose to the middle of the face
slightly lower than the top of the fluff
Embroider eyes and a mouth (my eyes are about 5
rows high and 2 stitches wide).
Sew the tail on between two black stripes. (I put it
between the second and third stripes
There will probably be a small hole between the
legs and under the arms which will need a couple
of stitches to close up.
Cut the loops to make the cheeks look nice and
furry.

Cast on 9 stitches in black held doubled.
Row 1)
K9
Row 2)
P9
Row 3)
K9
Row 4)
P9
Row 5)
K9
Row 6)
P9
Row 7)
K2, SSK, K1, K2Tog, K2 (7 sts)
Row 8)
P2, P3Tog, P2
(5 sts)
Row 9)
SSK, K1, K2Tog
(3 sts)
Bind off
Sew the white part to the inside of the black (stockinette
side out) and sew to either side of the head.

I hope you enjoyed this pattern

Tail
Turkish cast on 6 stitches in black held doubled; two needles
with 3 stitches on each needle.
Stuff the tail as you knit.
Round 1) K6
Round 2) KTWICE *6
(12 sts)
Rounds 3-14) K12
Knit 5 rounds in orange then 2 in black nine times and finish
with five orange rounds. Move the start of the round 1
stitch each colour change as in the jogless stripes method
used in the body.
Bind off and leave a long tail for sewing the tail to the body.
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Please don’t make this toy for sale.
If you have any comments, questions or just want to
show me how cute your Tiger turned out please get in
touch by emailing BrowneyedbabsKnits@gmail.com or
find me on Ravelry, Facebook and Pinterest
(my username is Browneyedbabs in all three social
networks).

This free pattern is the result of hundreds of hours of
work, if you have enjoyed it, please think about
purchasing one of my other patterns or leaving me a
nice message on Facebook or Ravelry.
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On even rows you will knit all stitches: First the yellow from the ball and then white from a loop.
On odd rows you will purl all stitches: First white from the ball and then the yellow from the loop.
The row always ends at the left side of the white section (as you look from the front).

Body Chart

Tall Tiger V7
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On even rows you will knit all stitches: First the yellow from the ball and then white from a loop.
On odd rows you will purl all stitches: First white from the ball and then the yellow from the loop.
The row always ends at the left side of the white section (as you look from the front).

Body Chart — attaching the arms

